What are we learning this half term?
Autumn 1
Hawking Class – Year 2

English

Maths

Core Text - Fiction:
Funnybones by Allan Allahberg
-To write an alternative ending
Beauty and the Beast by Melissa Lagonegro
-To write a narrative story
Non-fiction:
Directions and Locations
-Writing directions from school to another local place
How to keep healthy?
-To write a chronological report

Numbers within 100
-Read, write, represent, order and compare numbers to 100
-Explore patterns including odds and evens, tens and ones
Addition & Subtraction of 2-digit numbers
-Apply number bonds to add & subtract
-Represent and explain addition & subtraction of two 2-digit
numbers
-Add three 1-digit numbers
Addition & Subtraction word problems
-Introduction to bar models are representations
-Create, label, sketch and explain bar models

Geography

Science

Spatial Sense
-To know what is located within the site of our school
-Understand that maps shows us information about a
location
-To recognise the physical and human features of the local
area
-To use a map to plan a route
-To identify locations on a globe and world map

The Human Body
-To know that animals including humans need air, food
and water to survive
-To know that our skeleton and muscles help us to move
-Understand that our bodies digest our food
-Understand that our heart pumps blood around our body
-Understand that scientists have found ways to keep us
healthy

D&T

Computing

PSHE

Structures: Baby Bear’s chair
-To explore structures and the stability of different shapes
-To understand that the shape of a structure affects its strength
-To make Baby Bear’s chair according to a design criteria
-To produce a finished structure and evaluate its strengths,
stiffness and stability

What is a Computer?
-To recognise parts of a computer
-To recognise how technology is controlled
-To recognise technology and the internet
-To create a design for an invention
-To understand the role of computers

Families & Relationships
-To begin to understand the role of the family in their lives
-To begin to understand the range of families
-To recognise other people’s feelings and emotions
-To begin to understand that some friendships can make us
unhappy and how to overcome and deal with this
-To introduce courtesy and manners
-To understand how loss can change and affect us
-To understand gender stereotypes within jobs & careers

PE

RE

Music

Gymnastics - Linking Locomotion and Dodging

Christianity - What did Jesus teach?
-Is it possible to be kind to everyone all of the time?

Musical Me!
-To choose and play dynamics and timbres
-To use musical notation to play melodies
-To use musical notation to write my own melody
-To use timbre and dynamics to write a musical composition

Spatial Sense

The Human Body

What are we learning this half term?
Home Learning
Please continue to support your child at home with the following:
-Family Learning
-RWI Phonics
-MyMaths activities
-Weekly Spellings
-Daily Reading

